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Preface

Quality education along with skill enhancement, physically as well as virtually, has 

become the need of the hour in current times. Hence, educational institutions 

need to be endowed with all essential attributes required to provide quality and 

comprehensive education that is fulfilling as well as marketable. The South Indian 

Association, established in 1948, has always been sensitive to the changing needs of 

education and adapted accordingly. As of 2021-22, it stands to be one of the strongest 

and oldest institutions providing good quality education to residents in and around 

Dombivli. The Association has also entered into the arena of higher education by 

establishing The S.I.A College of Higher Education in 2010-11. Another feather in the cap 

for the Association is establishing The S.I.A College of Physiotherapy in 2018-19.

The S.I.A College of Higher Education takes pride in reinventing itself year after year, 

based on the experiences of the past and needs of the future. It has seen a splendid 

growth in physical infrastructure as well as transformation of education from class-

based to ICT-based. A step further in this regard is provision of infrastructure to facilitate 

virtual education.

It has also invested in smart class facilities to make modern technology available for 

teaching and to meet the needs of the current and future generations. The number of 

students and teachers has increased manifold in the short span of time. Another 

important feature of the institution is that it believes in all-round education, and has 

invested in providing adequate facilities for sports as well as cultural activities for 

holistic development of the students. In addition, the institution has also established 

adequate forward linkages with industry experts so that students can get hands-on 

experience of market demands.

The Covid-19 pandemic impacted classroom teaching, but it did not deter the spirit of 

the teaching community. As they say, learning must go on, and the institution ensured 

that none of its stakeholders suffer during the pandemic, by providing a platform for 

online teaching and learning to continue smoothly and comfortably. The institution has 

taken all efforts to ensure that students are able to attend regular lectures and be a part 

of fun activities, in spite of being locked at home. The college organized many activities 

online for students to participate and sharpen their skills, along with conventional 

education. The college went a step further by organizing various skill-enhancement 

webinars as well for the students and faculty. 

The college passionately works towards meeting all the needs and requirements of 

contemporary education in line with the vision of the institution, while preserving the 

goodness of traditional value-based education en route to the second cycle of NAAC.
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VISION:

"The S.I.A College of Higher Education strives for comprehensive education by 

equipping students with latest skills and tools to acquire competence, quality 

education to face the dynamically evolving society."

MISSION:

"To develop rich pool of talented employable, professionals with strong foundation 

on ethical, moral values and social values to become responsible citizens."

OBJECTIVES:

- To sustain quality education through training and development with industry 

interface in diversified fields

- To develop scientific temper by encouraging and exploring various avenues for 

research

- To train students for industry expectation by encouraging them for internship

- To create avenues for employment with the support of placement

- To develop the spirit of competition, social awareness and responsibility, team 

work through NSS, Sports and Student Council

- To inculcate the values to become socially responsible citizens
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From Principal’s Desk

We at The S.I.A. College of Higher Education firmly believe in our 

motto, “Knowledge is power”, and we take all possible actions to 

ensure that the process of knowledge sharing among all stakeholders is 

continuous and evolving. The institution provides multiple avenues for the 

teachers to upgrade and update themselves, along with opportunities for 

the students to grow and develop academic and professional skills. For 

achieving this, we have invested in the best possible infrastructure, 

integrating chalk-and-talk methods of teaching with ICT-based methods of 

education. We believe in preparing our teachers and students to be ever-

ready to adapt to the changing dynamics of the educational systems.

The pandemic obstructed the traditional method of lecture delivery, but it 

did not obstruct the spirit and passion of our teachers, who were ready to 

smoothly switch to online methods of teaching and learning. The institution 

invested in Microsoft Teams and Bodhi Tree, which are considered as the 

best platforms for the teachers and students to exchange ideas and 

promote learning. These initiatives have enriched the process of teaching 
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and learning. Simultaneously, the college has also organized various 

webinars for the students to upgrade their skills and utilize their free time 

productively.

As they say, change is the only constant, hence, we need to be prepared to 

face all changes that may come in our way and emerge successful. As 

technology keeps upgrading from 2G to 5G to 10G, educational institutions 

also need to upgrade their methods of teaching and provide opportunities 

for the stakeholders to think out of the box and explore various possibilities. 

Industrial revolution 4.0 is not just impacting industries, it calls for a massive 

turnaround in the way all systems, including educational, behave and 

operate. In the era where Artificial Intelligence, IOT and Big Data are taking 

rapid strides towards changing the world, teachers need to think one step 

ahead to be able to guide and encourage students who are going to be the 

next generation professionals. In a world where phones and televisions are 

becoming smart, teachers have to be smarter if they want to keep their 

students engaged and interested in the teaching-learning process.

All the best..

Dr. Padmaja Arvind
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Administration Section - Data

“The best decision makers are always armed with best information data”

- George Raveling.

Non-teaching Staff

Admission Guidelines/Documents required/

Online Procedure/ Fee payment                                                                                                    

08

09

The South Indian Association’s

The S.I.A. College of Higher Education
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1.

2.

3.
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7.

8.

9.
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Peon

Peon

Peon

Peon

Peon

NameSr. Designation
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Admission Process

MKCL Site:  mum.digitaluniverisity.ac

Step 1.  Apply for Pre-Admission Online Registration for AY 202 -2  with 1 2

following details. 

1. Student E-mail ID (Gmail)

2. Proper Mobile No. 

3. Passport size Scan colour Photo

4. Scan Signature

On mobile number can be registered only ones. Login ID and Password on that 

mobile by SMS. 

Applicant got User ID and one time pass word, then change password. ***** and 

don't forget. This user id and password is for perment PRN no. 

“Documents required for Application Process” 

1. Xerox copies of mark-sheet of H.S.C. with Original.

2. Xerox copies of Leaving Certificate of Junior College with Original

3. Xerox copy of mark-sheet of S.S.C.

4. Xerox copy of Leaving Certificate of School.

5. Xerox copy of Adhar Card

6. Xerox copies of Cast Certificate if applicable.

7. Xerox copies Maharashtra Domicile certificate if applicable for scholarship 

purpose 

8. Xerox copies of death certificate if father/ Mother expired .

9. Xerox copies if name change or married. 

10. Physical handicapped Certificate if applicable.

11.  For Tamil Minority Affidavit if applicable.

12. Eligibity case ( Migration and Provisional certificate)

13. M.K.C.L. online form submission copy

14. Anti –Ragging Affidavits (Online)

15. College admission form (Online)

16. Fees (Online)
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Step 2. Application Process:

1. Upload latest photo and signature

2. Personal Details- Proper name with match L.C. and Mark-sheet, Gender, Birth 

date and place , Blood group, Marital status 

3. Address Details- properly, Native place address for future railway concession 

4. Contact Details- student phone no and parents proper phone no 

5. Reservation Details- Cast, handicapped, ex-servicemen, sports, artist, parents 

income(anybody can apple for EBC category base on income and domicile of 

Maharashtra with income certificates )

6. Education Details – 10 and 12 school and college details with mark-sheet and 

LC (Eligibity cases required Migration and provisional certificate) After that  

confirm profile details

Step 3. Other Process :

7. Course selection process

8. Last qualifying exam selection process 

9. College selection process The S.I.A. College of Higher Education (College 

Code- 521)

10. Subject Papers selection process

11. Document submitting selection process 

12. Generate and print E-suvidha ticket (Put proper place)

13. Print application form student copy and submission copy submit to college.

Step 4.Anti –Ragging Affidavits:

All students for the Academic Year 202 -2  are hereby informed that they 1 2

have to fill on the Anti Ragging Affidavit as it is mandatory as per the Hon. 

Supreme Court and UGC/ AICTE Regulations and submit the same. (For The 

Procedure to fill on-line affidavit. Enter (www.amanmovement.org) 

A student must sign his /her affidavit & request his/her parents/ Guardian to 

sign their affidavits. And then submit them in the college. 

Step 5.College admission form:

Visit www.thesiacollege.com 

for filling the college admission form is mandatory. 
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Academic Section - Knowledge 

“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest” 

- Benjamin Franklin
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Teaching Staff Members
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2.
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7.

8.
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10.

11.

12.
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14.

15.

16.

17.
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21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

B COM 

 B Com (B&I)

 B Com (A&F)

BMS

BMM

 B Sc.(IT)

Library

Sports  in Charge

NameSr. Course
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Visiting Faculty

Sujith Raman

Gaurav Kulkarni

Shivraj Bhosale 

Dhanabalu R Naikar 

Tirthankar Banerjee

Gayatri Hari

Mithun Pillai

Lynette Rebello
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Gayatri Srinivasan
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Renu Nauriyal

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

NameSr.
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Courses Offered at S.I.A.

University Courses Short Term and
Certificate Courses

Facilitated Courses

Bachelor of 
Commerce (B.Com.)

Bachelor of Commerce 
(Banking & Insurance)

Bachelor of Commerce 
(Accounting & Finance)

Bachelor of Science
Information Tech. (B.Sc. I.T.)

B.A. in Multime a and di
Mass Communication 

(BAMMC)

BFSI-BDE

Tata Retail Sales
Associate

Guidance of 
Competitive Exams

(E-Learn)

Google Certificate
Course

NPTEL

University 
Courses

M.Com
(Accountancy)

Short Term &
Certificate Courses

Proposed Certificate 
Courses

Add on Courses

Proposed 
Courses 

(2021-2022)

Courses Offered at The S.I.A. College of Higher Education

Bachelor of Management
B.M.S.

M.Com
(Banking & Finance)
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Courses Offered at S.I.A.IQAC

 The IQAC is an integral and important part of The S.I.A. College's system since quality 

enhancement is a continuous process. It works towards achieving the institutional 

objective of quality enhancement and sustenance. The prime task of the IQAC is to 

develop systems for conscious and consistent improvement in the overall 

performance of institution. 

The IQAC of the college has played a pivotal role in assuring quality in curricular, co-

curricular and administration of the college. In the academic year 2020-21, the IQAC 

organised  the following workshops and activities : 

1) Online webinar on Key to Get Stress Free: Inner Connect for Powerful  Living in 

association with DLLE Unit  & DLLE  Department of Mumbai University along 

with Yoga Prabha Bharati (Seva Sanstha) Trust on 8th June, 2020.

2) Research Series I - Basics of Research ( Online) on 22nd June, 2020.

3) Research Series II - Writing Research Problem & Developing Hypothesis (Online) 

on 30th June, 2020.

4) Research Series III - Developing Hypothesis (Online) on 7th July, 2020.

5) Research Series IV - Framework on writing Literature Review on 23rd July, 2020.

6) Session on Virtual Classroom Training in association with TATA Class Edge on 9th 

July, 2020.

7) Training session on online teaching techniques on Microsoft Teams from 27th to 

29th July,2020.

8) IPR WORKSHOP in association with IPR Cell on 28th August, 2020.

9) Orientation session for placement in BFSI in association with Technoserve on 31st 

August, 2020.

10) Signed MOU and participated in  5 days Virtual International Student- Faculty 

Exchange Program  CONFLU£NC£-2020 in association with St. Aloysius College 

(Autonomous), Jabalpur from 21st to 25th September, 2020

11) Virtual Workshop on E-Learning Assessment Tools on 1st October, 2020.

12) Systematic Data Organization in Revised Accreditation framework of NAAC on 

13th February, 2021
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Courses Offered at S.I.A.

A conventional course has undergone lot of modifications in the subjects. The present 

curriculum prepares the students to meet the challenges in the competitive world. It 

gives the opportunity for the students to specialize themselves in the diversified areas 
for their growth and development.

Students admitted to our college for F.Y. B.Com will be offered  a training on Tally 

and Excel as part of their courses with no additional fees.

B.Com Programme Outcomes (POs)

Graduates of this degree will be knowledgeable across the core and specialised 

requirements of Commerce and Business world and will be able to:

PO1: Understand and explain disciplinary knowledge regarding major concepts,  

theoretical principles, modern theories and participate in the Business and 
Economic world.

PO2: Demonstrate knowledge of major theories and models in key and  

specialised areas of Financial Accounting, Cost Accounting, Management 

Accounting, Taxation, Banking and Insurance Operations, Marketing and 

Management principles, Economics, Human Resources and Operations, 

Research and Education.

PO3: Develop various skills such as Accounting Skills, Managerial and leadership  

Skills, Networking Skills

PO4: Apply basic mathematical and statistical skills necessary for analysis of a  
range of problems in Economics, Accounting, Marketing, Management, 

Banking and Finance, Insurance and Actuarial Studies 

PO5: Analyse commerce and business issues in the National and international  

contexts in all the areas of the commerce disciplines

PO6: Apply critical and analytical skills and methods to the identification,  

evaluation and resolution of complex problems and meeting challenges of 

the business world.

PO : Develop the ability to Communicate and transmit information and ideas 7  
effectively in both written and oral formats.

PO : Proficiently use appropriate information technologies, computer systems 8  

and soft wares in commerce and business through practical assignments, 

exercises and demonstrations.

Courses Offered (Affiliated to University of Mumbai )

Three year Integrated Undergraduate Degree courses:

(A) BACHELOR OF COMMERCE
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PO : Evaluate new ideas, research findings, methodologies and theoretical 9  

frameworks in a specialised field of study.

PO : Operate effectively in teams and develop a spirit of tolerance and work in 10  

harmony in multicultural and diverse environments for betterment of 

education practices. 

PO 1  : Develop Ethical awareness and reasoning to present original, honest and 1  

authentic work in thoughts and practices and refrain from any unethical 
behaviour.

 PO1 : Analyse and evaluate evidences of existing facets in the commerce discipline 2  

and apply solution to problems in the organisations and in the society.

PO1 : Effective decision makers in business and commerce leading to 3  

Entrepreneurship.

PO1 : Prepare for higher graduation studies to achieve leadership positions and 4  

success in their professional careers.

PO 1  : Capable of following lifelong learning practices as a means for continuous 5  

learning and self development.

Semester I

1 Accountancy & Financial Management I

2 Commerce I

3 Business Economics I

4 Business Communication I

5 Environmental Studies I 

6 Foundation Course I

7 Mathematical & Statistical Techniques I

Semester II

1 Accountancy and Financial Management II

2 Commerce II

3 Business Economics II

4 Business Communication II

5 Environmental Studies II

6 Foundation Course II

7 Mathematical & Statistical Techniques II

UBCOMFSI.1

UBCOMFSI.2

UBCOMFSI.3

UBCOMFSI.4

UBCOMFSI.5

UBCOMFSI.6

UBCOMFSI.7

UBCOMFSII.1

UBCOMFSII.2

UBCOMFSII.3

UBCOMFSII.4

UBCOMFSII.5

UBCOMFSII.6

UBCOMFSII.7

(A) BACHELOR OF COMMERCE
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Semester III

1 Accountancy & Financial Management III

2 Introduction to Management Accounting 

3 Commerce III 

4 Business Economics III 

5 Advertising I / Computer programming I 

6 Foundation Course III 

7 Business Law I

Semester IV

1 Accountancy & Financial Management IV

2 Introduction to Auditing

3 Commerce IV

4 Business Economics IV

5 Advertising II / Computer programming II

6 Foundation Course IV

7 Business Law II

UBCOMFSIII.1

UBCOMFSIII.2

UBCOMFSIII.3

UBCOMFSIII.4

UBCOMFSIII.5

UBCOMFSIII.6

UBCOMFSIII.7

UBCOMFSIV.1

UBCOMFSIV.2

UBCOMFSIV.3

UBCOMFSIV.4

UBCOMFSIV.5

UBCOMFSIV.6

UBCOMFSIV.7

Semester V

Group A:
Advanced Accountancy 

1 Financial Accounting and Auditing VII - 

   Financial Accounting

2 Financial Accounting and Auditing VIII - 

   Cost Accounting

Semester VI

Elective Courses (EC) 
1A Discipline Specific Elective (DSE) Courses

*List of groups of Discipline Specific Elective(DSE) 
Courses for Semester V

Elective Courses (EC) 
1A Discipline Specific Elective (DSE) Courses

*List of groups of Discipline Specific Elective(DSE) 
Courses for Semester VI

Group A:
Advanced Accountancy 

1 Financial Accounting and Auditing IX - 

   Financial Accounting

2 Financial Accounting and Auditing X - 

   Cost Accounting

23101 83001

23107 83007

Sem V & VI continued on next page..

(A) BACHELOR OF COMMERCE
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Semester V

Discipline Related Elective(DRE) Courses

3 Commerce V 

4 Business Economics V

**Any two courses from the following 

    list of the courses

2 Computer systems & Applications Paper – I

3 Export Marketing Paper – I

10 Direct & Indirect Taxation Paper - I

Semester VI

23114

23113

23120

23115

Discipline Related Elective(DRE) Courses

3 Commerce V  I

4 Business Economics VI

**Any two courses from the following 

    list of the courses

2 Computer systems & Applications Paper – II

3 Export Marketing Paper – II

10 Direct & Indirect Taxation Paper - II

83014

83013

83020

83016

(A) BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

23116 83020
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Admission Eligibility Criteria and Intake Capacity

Name of the Course Minimum Admission Requirements 
Intake 

Capacity

Bachelor of Commerce 
(B.Com.) 
Ordinance No. 0.2152

A candidate for being eligible for 
admission to the three year degree course 
leading to the Bachelor of Commerce 
must have passed the Higher Secondary 
School Certificate (Std. XII) examination 
conducted by the different Divisional 
Boards of the Maharashtra State Board of 
Secondary and Higher Secondary 
Education. OR Must have passed the 
Higher Secondary School Certificate (Std. 
XII )  examination with vocational  
subjects/minimum competency based 
vocational course conducted by the 
different Divisional Boards of the 
Maharashtra State Board of Secondary 
and Higher Secondary Education. OR 
Must have passed and examination of 
another University or Body recognized as 
equivalent to Higher Secondary School 
Certificate (Std. X2) Examination

360

(A) BACHELOR OF COMMERCE
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(A) BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

FEE STRUCTURE FOR BACHELOR OF COMMERCE
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Today, we are having well developed banking system with different classes of banks-

public, foreign, Private,- regional, rural and co-operative banks. There has been 

considerable innovation and diversification in the business of major commercial 

banks. Nevertheless, the insurance sector in India has grown at a fast rate post-

liberalization. It is very important that we need specialized persons to handle these 

sectors effectively. This course provides opportunities to enhance oneself in the 

different areas of interest and make them to be eligible to work in these sectors. It is 

needless to say that this sector is booming and provides job opportunities for the 

young aspirant individuals.

Students admitted to our college for F.Y. B.Com (B & I) will be offered  a training 

on Tally and Excel as part of their courses with no additional fees.

Programme Specific Outcomes

The students will be able to: 

PSO 1: Explain, evaluate and interpret the terminology and concepts related to  

Banking, Insurance and Finance. 

PSO 2: Compare and analyse the characteristics, structure, functioning and  

performance of banking and insurance companies.

PSO 3: Apply fundamental accounting knowledge to analyse and interpret relevant  

accounting and financial statements and reports.

PSO 4: Demonstrate subject skills within various disciplines of commerce, business  

accounting, economics, finance, auditing and marketing, entrepreneurial 

skills and capability to work independently in the related fields/areas.  

PSO 5: Develop skills like effective communication, decision making, problem  

solving, and leadership skills in day to day business affairs.

 PSO 6: Integrate and summarise qualitative and quantitative information related to  

Banking & Insurance sectors to the community at large.

PSO 7: Assess the aptitude to engage in competitive exams such as IBPS, IRDA, and  

other competitive exams.

PSO 8: Plan for higher education and advance research in the field of Commerce,  

Finance, Banking and Insurance sectors.

(B) BACHELOR OF COMMERCE (BANKING & INSURANCE) 
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Semester I

1 Environment & Management of Fin. Services

2 Principles of Management

3 Financial Accounting

4 Business Communication

5 Foundation Course I

6 Business Economics

7 Quantitative Methods I

Semester II

1 Principles & Practice of B&I

2 Business Law

3 Financial Accounting II

4 Business Communication II

5 Foundation Course II

6 Organizational Behaviour

7 Quantitative Methods II

UBIFSI.1

UBIFSI.2

UBIFSI.3

UBIFSI.4

UBIFSI.5

UBIFSI.6

UBIFSI.7

UBIFSII.1

UBIFSII.2

UBIFSII.3

UBIFSII.4

UBIFSII.5

UBIFSII.6

UBIFSII.7

Semester III

1 Financial Management I

2 Management Accounting
(Tools & Techniques, Focus on B&I)

3 Mutual Fund Management

5 Foundation - III 

4  Information Technology I

Semester IV

UBIFSIII.1

UBIFSIII.2

UBIFSIII.7.1

UBIFSIII.6

1 Financial Management II

5 Foundation Course-IV

2 Wealth Management

3 Cost Accounting of B&I

4 Information Technology II

UBIFSIV.1

UBIFSIV.4

UBIFSIV.2

UBIFSIV.9

Sem III & IV continued on next page..

( ) B BANKING & INSURANCE

UBIFSIII.5

UBIFSIV.7.1
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Semester III Semester IV

6  Financial Market (Equity, Debt)

7 Direct Taxation

UBIFSIII.8

UBIFSIII.9

6 Corporate Laws & Laws Governing Capital Markets

7 Business Economics II

UBIFSIV.8

UBIFSIV.9

Semester V Semester VI

Elective Courses (EC) 
1 Elective Courses (EC)

*Any four courses from the following 
list of the courses     

Elective Courses (EC) 
1 Elective Courses (EC)

*Any four courses from the following 
list of the courses     

1 Financial Reporting and Analysis 
 (Corporate Banking & Insurance)

2 Auditing- I

3 Strategic Management

4 Financial Services Management

5 Business Ethics and Corporate Governance

Core Courses (CC)

5 International Banking and Finance

6 Research Methodology

1 Security Analysis and 

Portfolio Management

2 Auditing- II

3 Human Resource Management

4 International Business

5 Marketing in Banking & Insurance

Core Courses (CC)

5 Central Banking

6 Project Work in Banking & Insurance

44303

44304

44306

44307

44301

44302

85502

85503

85501

UBIFSVI.8

85504

85507

( ) B BANKING & INSURANCE

44305

85506
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Admission Eligibility Criteria and Intake Capacity

Name of the Course Minimum Admission Requirements 
Intake 

Capacity

Bachelor of Commerce 
(B & I) 
Ordinance No. 0.5209

A candidate for being eligible for 

admission to the B.Com. (B & I). Degree 

Course shal l  have passed H.S.C.  

Examination of the Maharashtra Board of 

Higher Secondary Education or its 

equivalent examination or Diploma in any 

Engineering branches with two years or 

three years duration after  S .S.C.  

conducted by the Board of Technical 

Education, Maharashtra State or its 

equivalent examination by securing 

minimum 45% marks for general category 

(in one attempt) at the respective 

Examination and minimum 40% marks for 

the reserved category (in one attempt).

120

( ) B BANKING & INSURANCE
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( ) B BANKING & INSURANCE

FEE STRUCTURE FOR BANKING & INSURANCE 
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With specialization being the need of the hour, BAF is a course picking-up heat. The 

objective of this course is self-employment and provide skilled professionals in the 

field of Accounting & Finance to organizations. The course will build the skillset of the 

students to enable them to produce innovative solutions to problems, apply research 

skills to business challenges and communicate effectively.  The end goal with a degree 

is often to become work-ready. 

Programme Specific Outcomes:

The students will be able to: 

PSO 1: Explain, evaluate and interpret the terminology and concepts related to  

Accountancy, Finance, Taxation, Audit, Business Economics, Corporate Laws, 

Management etc.

PSO2: Compare and analyse the characteristics, structure, functioning and  

performance of Companies.

PSO 3: Apply fundamental accounting knowledge to analyse and interpret relevant  

accounting and financial statements and reports, different investments, 

International Accounting Standards.

PSO 4: Demonstrate subject Understanding and skills within various disciplines of  

commerce, business accounting, economics, finance, auditing and 

marketing, entrepreneurial skills and capability to work independently in the 

related fields/areas.  

PSO 5: Develop skills like effective communication, decision making, problem  

solving, and leadership skills in day to day business affairs.

 PSO 6: Integrate and summarise qualitative and quantitative data and information  

related to Business world to the community at large.

PSO 7: Assess the aptitude to engage in competitive exams such as M.Com ,MBA,  

CA,ICMA,CS , and other competitive exams.

PSO 8: Plan for higher education and advance research in the field of Accountancy,  

Commerce, Finance sectors.

PSO 9: Identify and evaluate social, cultural, global, ethical and environmental  

responsibilities and issues related to Business.

(C) BACHELOR OF COMMERCE (ACCOUNTING & FINANCE)
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Semester I

1 Financial Accounting - 

Elements of Financial Accounting - Paper I

2 Cost Accounting - 

Introduction and Element of Cost- Paper I

3 Financial Management 

(Introduction to Financial Management) 

Ability Enhancement Courses

4 Business Communication – I

*Skill Enhancement Courses

5 1 Foundation Course - I 

   2 Foundation Course in NSS – I

   3 Foundation Course in NCC – I

   4 Foundation Course in Physical Education – I

Core Courses

6 Commerce 

(Business Environment) - I 

7 Business Economics – I     

Semester II

1 Financial Accounting 

(Special Accounting Areas) – II

2 Auditing 

(Introduction and Planning) – I

3 Innovative Financial Services

Ability Enhancement Courses

Business Communication – II

*Skill Enhancement Courses

5 1 Foundation Course – II

   2 Foundation Course in NSS – II

   3 Foundation Course in NCC – II

   4 Foundation Course in Physical Education – II

Core Courses

 6 Business Law 

(Business Regulatory Framework) – I

7 Business Mathematics     

UA_FFSI.1

UA_FFSI.2

UA_FFSI.3

UA_FFSI.4

UA_FFSI.5.1

UA_FFSI.6

UA_FFSI.7

( ) C ACCOUNTING & FINANCE

UA_FFSII.1

UA_FFSII.2

UA_FFSII.4

UA_FFSII.5.1

UA_FFSII.6

UA_FFSII.7

UA_FFSI.5.2 UA_FFSII.5.2

UA_FFSI.5.3 UA_FFSII.5.3

UA_FFSI.5.4 UA_FFSII.5.4

UA_FFSII.3



Semester III

1 Elective Courses (Any three)

1 Financial Accounting 

(Special Accounting Areas) -III

2 Cost Accounting (Methods of Costing) – II

3 Taxation - II (Direct Taxes Paper- I)

2 Ability Enhancement Courses

2A Ability Enhancement Compulsory Course

4 Information Technology in Accountancy – I

2B *Skill Enhancement Courses (Any one)

5 1 Foundation Course in Commerce 

(Financial Market Operations) – III

2 Foundation Course- Contemporary Issues- III

3 Foundation Course in NSS – III

4 Foundation Course in NCC – III

5 Foundation Course in Physical Education – III

Semester IV

( ) C ACCOUNTING & FINANCE

UA_FFSIII.1

UA_FFSIII.2

UA_FFSIII.4

UA_FFSIII.6

UA_FFSIII.7.1

UA_FFSIII.7.2

UA_FFSIII.7.3

UA_FFSIII.7.4

UA_FFSIII.7.5
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1 Elective Courses (Any three)

1 Financial Accounting 

(Special Accounting Areas) -IV

2 Management Accounting 

(Introduction to Management Accounting)

3 Taxation - III (Direct Taxes Paper- II)

2 Ability Enhancement Courses

2A Ability Enhancement Compulsory Course

4 Information Technology in Accountancy – II

2B *Skill Enhancement Courses (Any one)

5 1 Foundation Course in Commerce 

(Financial Market Operations) – Iv

2 Foundation Course- Contemporary Issues- IV

3 Foundation Course in NSS – IV

4 Foundation Course in NCC – IV

5 Foundation Course in Physical Education – IV

UA_FFSIV.1

UA_FFSIV.2

UA_FFSIV.4

UA_FFSIV.6

UA_FFSIV.7.1

UA_FFSIV.7.2

UA_FFSIV.7.3

UA_FFSIV.7.4

UA_FFSIV.7.5

Sem III & IV continued on next page..



Semester III

3. Core Courses

6 Business Law

(Business Regulatory Framework) – II

7 Business Economics – II

Semester IV

( ) C ACCOUNTING & FINANCE
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3. Core Courses

6 Business Law

(Business Regulatory Framework) – III

7 Research Methodology in 

Accounting and Finance

UA_FFSIII.8 UA_FFSIV.8

UA_FFSIII.9 UA_FFSIV.9

Semester V Semester VI

1 Elective Courses (Any four)

Financial Accounting-V

Financial Accounting-VI

International Finance

Cost Accounting-III

Financial Management-II

Taxation-IV (Indirect Taxes-II)

1 Elective Courses (Any four)

Financial Accounting-VII

Project Work

Cost Accounting-IV

Financila Management-III

Taxation-V (Indirect Taxes-III)

Security Analysis and Portfolio Management

BAF601

BAF602

BAF603

BAF604

BAF605

BAF606

BAF501

BAF502

BAF506

BAF503

BAF504

BAF505
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Admission Eligibility Criteria and Intake Capacity

Name of the Course Minimum Admission Requirements 
Intake 

Capacity

Bachelor of Commerce 
(BAF) 
Ordinance No. O.5204

(a) A candidate for being eligible for 

admission to the Bachelor of Commerce 

(Accounting and Finance) degree course 

shall have passed XII std. Examination of 

the Maharashtra Board of Higher 

Secondary Education or its equivalent 

and secured not less than 45% marks in 

aggregate at first attempt (40% in case of 

reserved category). (b) Every candidate 

admitted to the degree course in the 

constituent/affiliated college/recognized 

institution, conducting the course, shall 

have to register himself/herself with the 

University

60

( ) C ACCOUNTING & FINANCE
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( ) C ACCOUNTING & FINANCE

FEE STRUCTURE FOR ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 
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Today the management requires talented and skilful leaders to face the challenges in 

the management. This course provides a wide opportunity for the students to use 

their creativity and explore various avenues to face and deal with the management 

challenges. It also helps the students to adopt various styles of thinking and acting to 

be successful managerial leaders.

Programme Outcomes

After the completion of the Program the students will be: 

PO1: Prepared to take up various challenging roles in different functional areas as  

well as the industry 

PO2: Develop skills such communication, interpretation and analysis, select and  

use resources to collect business data that will help in effective decision 

making 

PO3: Undertake leadership role to mentor, guide and motivate team  

PO4: Identify upcoming opportunities in business and changing trends and its  

impact on business 

PO5: Apply conceptual learning skills in their business areas 

(D) BACHELOR OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES: 

Semester I Semester II

UBMSFSI.1
1 Introduction to Financial Accounts

2 Business Law

3 Business Statistics

Ability Enhancement Course

1 Business communication I

UBMSFSI.2

UBMSFSI.3

UBMSFSI.4

UBMSFSII.1
1 Principles of Marketing

2 Industrial Law

3 Business Mathematics

Ability Enhancement Course

1 Business communication II

UBMSFSII.2

UBMSFSII.3

UBMSFSII.4

Sem I & II continued on next page..



Semester I Semester II

Core Courses

1 Foundations of Human Skills

2 Business Economics I

Electives

1 Foundation Course I

2 Foundation Course in NSS I

3 Foundation Course in NCC I

4 Foundation Course in Physical Education I

UBMSFSI.6

UBMSFSI.7

Core Courses

1 Business Environment

2 Principles of Management

Electives

1 Foundation Course II

2 Foundation Course in NSS II

3 Foundation Course in NCC II

4 Foundation Course in Physical Education II

UBMSFSII.6

UBMSFSII.7

UBMSFSI.5.1

UBMSFSI.5.2

UBMSFSI.5.3

UBMSFSI.5.4

UBMSFSII.5.1

UBMSFSII.5.2

UBMSFSII.5.3

UBMSFSII.5.4

( ) D B. Management Studies

Semester III Semester IV

Information Technology in 
Business Management I

Foundation Course III - 
Environmental Management

Business planning & 
Entrepreneurial Management

Accounting for Managerial Decisions

Strategic Management

UBMSFSIII.2
Information Technology in 
Business Management II

Business Economics II

Business Research Methods

Foundation Course IV - Ethics and Governance

Production and Total Quality Management

UBMSFSIII.3.01

UBMSFSIII.4

UBMSFSIII.5

UBMSFSIII.6

UBMSFSIV.2

UBMSFSIV.5

UBMSFSIV.4

UBMSFSIV.5

UBMSFSIV.6

34

Sem III & IV continued on next page..



( ) D B. Management Studies

Semester III Semester IV

1 Elective Course (Any one group of Course)

Gr. A: Finance Elective (Any Two)

1 Basics of Financial Services

2 Introduction to Cost Accounting

Gr. B: Marketing Elective (Any two )

1. Consumer Behaviour

3. Advertising

Gr. C: Human Resource Electives (Any two)

1 Recruitment and Selection

3 Employees Relations and Welfare

35

UBMSFSIII.1.01

UBMSFSIII.1.02

1 Elective Course (Any one group of Course)

Gr. A: Finance Elective (Any Two)

1 Financial Institutions & Markets

2 Auditing

Gr. B: Marketing Elective (Any two )

1. Integrated Marketing Communication

2. Rural Marketing

Gr. C: Human Resource Electives (Any two)

UBMSFSIII.1.01

UBMSFSIII.1.02

UBMSFSIII.1.05

UBMSFSIII.1.07

UBMSFSIV.1.05

UBMSFSIV.1.06        

UBMSFSIII.1.09

UBMSFSIII.1.11

UBMSFSIV.1.09

UBMSFSIV.1.12

1 Human Resource Planning & information system

4 Conflict & Negotiation



( ) D B. Management Studies

Semester V Semester VI

Group A: 

Finance Electives (Any four Courses)

1 Investment Analysis & Portfolio Management

2 Commodity & Derivatives Market

4 Financial Accounting

6 Direct Taxes

Group B: 
Marketing Electives (Any four Courses)

1 Services Marketing

2 E-Commerce & Digital Marketing

3 Sales and Distribution Management

4 Customer Relationship Management

Elective Courses (EC) 
*Any four courses from the following 

4list of the courses 1,2,3 & 

36

46003

46006

46012

46018

46004

46007

46010

46013

Group A: 

Finance Electives (Any four Courses)

1 International Finance

3 Project Management

4 Strategic Financial Management

6 Indirect Taxes

Group B: 
Marketing Electives (Any four Courses)

1 Brand Management

2 Retail Management

3 International Marketing

4 Media Planning & Management

Elective Courses (EC) 
*Any four courses from the following 

4list of the courses 1,2,3 & 

86002

86008

86011

86017

86003

86006

86009

86012



( ) D B. Management Studies

Semester V Semester VI

1 Finance for HR Professionals & 
Compensation Management

2 Strategic Human Resource 
Management & HR Policies

3 Performance Management & Career Planning

4 Industrial Relations

Core Course (CC)

5 Logistics & Supply Chain Management

Ability Enhancement Course (AEC)

6 Corporate Communication & Public Relations

37

Group C: 

Human Resource Electives (Any four Courses)

46005

46008

46011

46014

46001

46002

1 HRM in Global Perspective

2 Organisational Development

3 Workforce Diversity

4 Indian Ethos in Management

Core Course (CC)

5 Operation Research

Ability Enhancement Course (AEC)

6 Project Work

Group C: 

Human Resource Electives (Any four Courses)

86004

86007

86013

UBMSFSVI.5

86019

86001
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Admission Eligibility Criteria and Intake Capacity

Name of the Course Minimum Admission Requirements 
Intake 

Capacity

Bachelor of 
Management 
Studies 

Ordinance No. 
0.3941

A candidate for being eligible for admission to the B.M.S. Degree 
Course shall have passed H.S.C. Examination of the Maharashtra Board 
of Higher Secondary Education or its equivalent examination or 
Diploma in any Engineering branches with two years or three years 
duration after S.S.C. conducted by the Board of Technical Education, 
Maharashtra State or its equivalent examination by securing minimum 
45% marks for general category (in one attempt) at the respective 
Examination and minimum 40% marks for the reserved category (in 
one attempt). No college shall conduct any entrance test in any form 
and the admissions are purely based on merit duly following the 
reservation policy as per Norms of the Government of Maharashtra. 
While drawing the merit list, weightage has to be given to the students 
from Arts, Commerce and Science stream at 12th Standard level. The 
stream wise weightage to be given is as under: 

The applications are to be received and processed by the college 
stream wise separately and the merit list is to be displayed taking into 
account the reservation policy by the Government of Maharashtra. 
a) The merit list is to be prepared and displayed stream wise.
b) In case if no applications are received “Diploma in Engineering and 
other Category”, or if the seats remain vacant in “Diploma in 
Engineering and other Category”, after all the merit list forms are 
exhausted, the vacant seats must be transferred to Commerce 
category.
c) In case if no application is received from any stream the vacant seats 
are to be distributed equally between the remaining two streams only. 
d) After the first merit list is displayed, if any seat allotted to one 27th 
April, 2010 - 101 - stream remains vacant, the same shall be distributed 
equally between the remaining two streams. In case of vacancy in one 
stream is of single/odd number of seats, the single seat is to be allotted 
to the Commerce Stream. In case if no applications are available from 
the two streams, then all the vacant seats of such two streams must be 
transferred to the third stream. e. Step (d) be repeated for the 
subsequent merit lists till all the forms are exhausted or the final merit 
list is displayed, whichever is earlier 

120

( ) D B. Management Studies
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In this information age, technology plays a vital role. IT subject can connect the various 

disciplines and provide information pertaining to diversified sectors. The unique 

feature of our IT department is that we focus more on real time projects, case studies 

based on practical sessions. Our laboratory is fully enhanced with latest software as 

per the syllabus requirement. Other than the assigned projects by UOM, we also 

encourage students to take additional projects to equip their proficiency in the 

subject.

Programme Outcomes:

PO1: Disseminate knowledge in various domains of science, technology and  

mathematics in application-oriented industries and organizations. 

PO2:  Flourishes learners Research and Development skills. 

PO3: Provides the learner  analytical and technical knowledge and prepares them  

for higher studies.

PO:4 Identify various research avenues in the technology domain and work with  

scientific methods to achieve the success.

PO:5 Evaluate technological bids by learning different skills and create the project- 

based models for real time applications in industry.

PO:6 Recognize the need for lifelong learning, communication, ethics and  

responsibility towards environment sustainability to fulfill the broad context of 

technological change.

Program specific outcome:

PO:1 Construct the foundation to clench technical knowledge in the domain of  

mathematics, programming languages, software engineering, networking,  

electronics, artificial intelligence, internet of things etc. 

PO:2 Capability to analyze need of explicit technology for specific applications and  

figure working systems for it. 

PO:3 Produce real time applications through installed systems and become  

exocomet for technical leaders.

(E) BACHELOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SCIENCE-
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Course Type : Core Subject

Imperative Programming

Digital Electronics

Operating System

Discrete Mathematics

Semester I Semester II

USIT101

USIT102

USIT103

USIT104

Ability Enhancement Skill

Communication Skill
USIT105

Core Subject Practical

USIT1P1

USIT1P2

USIT1P3

USIT1P4

Imperative Programming Practical

Digital Electronics Practical

Operating System Practical

Discrete Mathematics Practical

Ability Enhancement Skill, Practical

USIT1P5
Communication Skill

Course Type : Core Subject

Object Oriented Programming

Microprocessor Architecture

Web Programming

Numerical and Statistical Methods

USIT201

USIT202

USIT203

USIT204

Ability Enhancement Skill

Green Computing
USIT205

Core Subject Practical

USIT2P1

USIT2P2

USIT2P3

USIT2P4

Object Oriented Programming Practical

Microprocessor Architecture Practical

Web Programming Practical

Numerical and Statistical Methods Practical

Ability Enhancement Skill, Practical

USIT2P5
Green Computing Practical

( ) E B. Information Technology
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Skill Enhancement Course

Python Programming

Semester III Semester IV

USIT301

USIT302

USIT303

USIT3P1
Python Programming Practical

Core Subject 

 Data Structure

Computer Networks

Database Management System

Applied Mathematics

Skill Enhancement Course

Core Subject Practical

USIT3P2
Data Structure Practical

Computer Networks Practical

Database Management System Practical

Mobile Programming Practical

Skill Enhancement Course

Core Java

USIT401

USIT402

USIT403

USIT405

USIT4P1
Core Java Practical

Core Subject 

Introduction to Embedded System

Computer Oriented Statistical Technique

Software Engineering

Computer Graphics and Animation

Skill Enhancement Course

Core Subject Practical

USIT4P2
Introduction to Embedded System Practical

Computer Oriented Statistical Technique Practical

Software Engineering Practical

Computer Graphics and Animation Practical

USIT304

USIT305

USIT3P3

USIT3P4

USIT3P5

USIT404

USIT4P3

USIT4P4

USIT4P5

( ) E B. Information Technology



Skill Enhancement Course

Software Project Management

Internet of Things

Advanced Web Programming

Semester V Semester VI

USIT501

Skill Enhancement Course

Discipline Specific Elective

Artificial Intelligence

Discipline Specific Elective (Any One)

Enterprise Java

Next Generation Technologies

Skill Enhancement Course Practical

Project Dissertation

Internet of Things Practical

Advanced Web Programming Practical

Discipline Specific Elective Practical

Artificial Intelligence Practical

Discipline Specific Elective Practical (Any 1)

Enterprise Java Practical

Next Generation Technologies Practical

Software Quality Assurance

Security in Computing

Business intelligence

USIT601

Discipline Specific Elective

Principles of Geographic Information System

IT Service Management

Skill Enhancement Course Practical

Project Implementation

Security in Computing Practical

Business intelligence Practical

Discipline Specific Elective Practical

Principles of Geographic Information System Practical

Skill Enhancement Course Practical

Advanced Mobile Programming

USIT502

USIT503

USIT504

USIT507

USIT5P1 

USIT5P2

USIT5P3

USIT5P4

USIT5P7

USIT602  

USIT603 

USIT604

USIT606

USIT6P1

USIT6P2

USIT6P3

USIT6P4

USIT6P6

43
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USIT506

USIT5P6
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Admission Eligibility Criteria and Intake Capacity

Name of the Course Minimum Admission Requirements 
Intake 

Capacity

Bachelor of Science 
(Information 
Technology) 

B.Sc. (I.T.) 

Ordinance No. 
0.5051

a. A candidate for being eligible for admission to the degree 

course of Bachelor of Science-Information Technology, shall 

have passed X2 standard examination of the Maharashtra 

Board of Higher Secondary Education or it's equivalent with 

Mathematic and Statistics as one of the subject and should 

have secured not less than 45% marks in aggregate for open 

category and. 40% marks in aggregate in case of Reserved 

category candidates. b. Candidate who have passed Diploma 

(Three years after S.S.C.-Xth Std.) in Information Technology/ 

Computer Technology/Computer Engineering/ Computer 

Science/Electrical, Electronics and Video Engineering and 

Allied Branches/ Mechanical and Allied Branches/ Civil and 

Allied branches are eligible for direct admission to the Second 

Year of the B.Sc. (I.T.) degree course. However, the Diploma 

should be recognized by the Board of Technical Education or 

any other recognized Government Body. Minimum marks 

required 45% aggregate for open category candidates and 

40% aggregate for reserved category candidates. OR 

Candidates with post HSC-Diploma in Information 

Te c h n o l o g y / C o m p u t e r  Te c h n o l o g y /  C o m p u t e r  

Engineering/Computer Science/ and Allied branches will be 

eligible for direct admission to the Second Year of B.Sc. (I.T.). 

However, the Diploma should be recognized by the Board of 

Technical Education or any other recognized Government 

Body Minimum Marks required 45% aggregate for open 

category candidates and 40% aggregate for reserved category 

candidates.

120

( ) E B. Information Technology
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In today's fast changing scenario, media is an attractive career. It is essentially about the different means 
of media communication used by the masses, such as newspapers, magazines, cinema films, radio, 
television, etc. The course aims at imparting detailed knowledge about the various fields of advertising, 
communication, and public relations. 

The course intends to impart to students all the technical skills required to be successful in the field of 
media. It also imparts other essential skills such as research aptitude and verbal as well as presentation 
skills to candidates.

Programme Outcomes:

PO1: The program considers media industries and their relationship to culture and society, and the 
understanding of how communication works. The program emphasizes the development of critical 
thinking, professional writing skills and effective oral communication.

PO2: The Communication and Media Studies major prepares students for a wide variety of careers in 
business and industry, advertising, public relations and journalism, or advanced study

PO3: This program will equip the learners with professional skills essential for making career in 
Entertainment industry, Cinema, Television, OTT Platforms, social media platforms etc.

PO4: Students would demonstrate the ability to apply rhetorical principles in a variety of creative, 
cinematic, organizational, professional and journalistic venues.

PO5: Knowledge, skills, and values that prepare them for future careers in our interconnected society, 
whether in mass media or advanced study

PO6: Learners would develop a global awareness of political, social and corporate issues influenced by 
communication sensitivity and skills.

PO7: Learners will understand mass media as a system of interrelated forces, including historical 
foundations, technological advances, economic dynamics, regulatory constraints, and ethical concerns.

PO8:  This programme will also give them an improved sense of self-confidence and self-efficacy and an 
awareness of their responsibilities as professionals in their field

PO9: Learners will be able to create and design emerging media products, including blogs, digital audio, 
digital video, social media, digital photography, and multimedia.

PO10: They will be better equipped to grasp the complex relationship between communication/media 
theories and a diverse set of individual, social, and professional practices.

PO11: Learners will understand the underlying philosophical assumptions of, and be able to apply, 
communication research methods to address a range of media texts and audiences, production and 
technological practices, and relevant social issues.

PO12: Learners will comprehend the foundations, process, and practices of writing for and about the 
media, and demonstrate proficiency in writing across platforms.

PO13: Learners will be able to conceptualize, design, and produce one or more works in media based on 
effective principles and practices of media aesthetics for a target audience. 

PO14: Learners will acquire the knowledge and skills required to pursue a career in the specialization of 
their choice.   

(F) BMM/ BAMMC (BA IN MULTIMEDIA AND MASS COMMUNICATION) 



1 Effective Communication –I

2 Foundation course –I

3 Visual communication

4 Fundamentals of Mass Communication

5 Current Affairs

6 History of Media

Semester I Semester II

BAMMEC101

1 Effective Communication –II

2 Foundation course –II

3 Content Writing  

4 Introduction to Advertising  

5 Introduction to Journalism

6 Media, Gender & Culture

BAMMEC102

BAMMEC103
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( ) F BMM / BAMMC

BAMMEC104

BAMMEC105

BAMMEC106

BAMMEC201

BAMMEC202

BAMMEC203

BAMMEC204

BAMMEC205

BAMMEC206

Elective (Any One)

Electronic Media

Theater and Mass Communication-I

Corporate Communication & Public Relations

Media Studies

Introduction To Photography

Film Communication-I

Computers Multimedia -01

Semester III Semester IV

Elective (Any One)

EM-3011

TMC-3012

CCPR-302

MS-303

IP-304

FCO-305

CMM-306

Electronic Media-II

Theatre and Mass Communication-II

Writing and Editing for Media

Media Laws and Ethics

MASS MEDIA RESEARCH

Film Communication II

Computer Multimedia II

EM-4011

TMC-4012

WEM-402

MLE-403

MMR-404

FCO-405

CMM-406



Semester V 
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( ) F BMM / BAMMC

Semester VI

Agency Management

Social Media Marketing

Brand Building

Copywriting

Advertising and Marketing Research

Globalisation and International Advertising

Reporting

Investigative Journalism

Global MEdia and Comflict Resolution

Business and Financial Journalism

Mobile Journalism and New Media

EAAM-1503

EASM-1505

EABB-1502

DRGA-501

DRGA-502

EAGI-1501

DRG-501

DRG-502

EJGM-1B503

EJGM-1B504

EJGM-1B505

Digital Media

Advertising Design

Media Planning and Buying

Advertising and Sales Promotion

Retail and Merchandising

Entertainment and Media Marketing

Digital Media

News Paper and Magazine Design

Contemporary Issues

Lifestyle Journalism

Crime Reporting

TV Journalism

DRGA-601

DRGA-602

EAMP-2603

EAMP-2604

EAMP-2606

EAMP-2607

DRG-601

DRG-602

EJCI-2B601

EJCI-2B602

EJCI-2B606

EJCI-2B608
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Admission Eligibility Criteria and Intake Capacity

Name of the Course Minimum Admission Requirements 
Intake 

Capacity

BA in 
Multimedia & 
Mass 
Communication

Ordinance 
No.  5205

Maharashtra Board of Higher Secondary Education or its 

equivalent examination or Diploma in any Engineering 

branches with two years or three years duration after S.S.C. 

conducted by the Board of Technical Education, Maharashtra 

State or its equivalent examination by securing minimum 45% 

marks for general category (in one attempt) at the respective 

Examination and minimum 40% marks for the reserved 

category (in one attempt). No college shall conduct any 

entrance test in any form and the admissions are purely based 

on merit duly following the reservation policy as per the norms 

of Government of Maharashtra. While drawing the merit list, 

weightage has to be given to students from Arts, Commerce 

and Science Stream at 12th standard level. The stream wise 

weightage to be given is as under: 

The applications are to be accepted and processed by the 

colleges stream wise separately and the merit list is to be 

displayed stream wise taking into account the reservation 

policy prescribed by the Government of Maharashtra. a. The 

merit list is to be prepared and displayed stream wise. b. In case 

if no applications are received under the “Diploma in 

Engineering and other Category” or if the seats remain vacant 

in “Diploma in Engineering and other Category” after all the 

merit lists/forms are exhausted, the vacant seats must be 

transferred to Commerce Stream. c. In case if no application is 

received from any stream the vacant seats are to be distributed 

equally between the remaining two streams only. d. After the 

first merit list is displayed, if any seat allotted to one 27th April, 

2010 - 101 - stream remains vacant, the same shall be 

distributed equally between the remaining two streams. In 

case of vacancy in one stream is of single/odd number of seats, 

the single seat is to be allotted to the Commerce Stream. In case 

if no applications are available from the two streams, then all 

the vacant seats of such two streams must be transferred to the 

third stream. e. Step (d) be repeated for the subsequent merit 

lists till all the forms are exhausted or the final merit list is 

displayed, whichever is earlier
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( ) F BMM / BAMMC

FEE STRUCTURE FOR BAMMC 



Programme Outcomes:

PO1:  Disseminate knowledge in various domains of science, technology and mathematics in  
application-oriented industries and organizations.

PO2:  Flourishes learners Research and Development skills. 

PO3: Provides the learner analytical and technical knowledge and prepares them for higher studies. 

PO:4 Identify various research avenues in the technology domain and work with scientific methods to  
achieve the success.

PO:5 Evaluate technological bids by learning different skills and create the project-based models for  
real time applications in industry.

PO:6 Recognize the need for lifelong learning, communication, ethics and responsibility towards  
environment sustainability to fulfill the broad context of technological change.

Program specific outcome:

PO:1 Construct the foundation to clench technical knowledge in the domain of mathematics,  
programming languages, software engineering, networking, electronics, artificial intelligence, 
internet of things etc.

PO:2 Capability to analyze need of explicit technology for specific applications and figure working  
systems for it.

PO:3 Produce real time applications through installed systems and become exocomet for technical  
leaders.

(G) MASTERS OF SCIENCE - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (M.SC. - IT) 

1 Research in Computing

2 Data Science

3 Cloud Computing

4 Soft Computing Techniques

5 Research in Computing Practical

6 Data Science Practical

7 Cloud Computing Practical

8 Soft Computing Techniques Practical

Semester I Semester II

94727

94728

94729

94730

PSIT1P1R

PSIT1P2R
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1 Big Data Analytics

2 Modern Networking

3 Microservices Architecture

4 Image Processing

5 Big Data Analytics Practical

6 Modern Networking Practical

7 Microservices Architecture Practical

8 Image Processing Practical

PSIT1P3R

PSIT1P4R

PSIT201

PSIT202

PSIT203

947304

PSIT2P1

PSIT2P2R

PSIT2P3R

PSIT2P4R



1. Technical Writing & Entrepreneurship Development

Elective 1

2. Applied Artificial Intelligence

Elective 2

3. Machine Learning

Elective 3

4. Robotic Process Automation

Practical

5. Project Documentation & Viva

6. Applied Artificial Intelligence Practical

7. Machine Learning Practical

8. Robotic Process Automation Practical

Semester III Semester IV

PSIT301
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PSIT302

PSIT303

PSIT304

PSIT3P1

PSIT3P2

PSIT3P3

PSIT3P4

Elective 1

2. Natural Language Processing

Elective 2

3. Deep Learning

Elective 3

4. Human Computer Interaction

Practical

5. Block Chain Practical

6. Natural Language Processing Practical

7. Deep Learning Practical

8. Project Implementation & Viva Practical

PSIT401

PSIT402

PSIT403

PSIT404

PSIT4P1

PSIT4P2

PSIT4P3

PSIT4P4

1. Block Chain

( ) G MSCIT
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Admission Eligibility Criteria and Intake Capacity

Name of the Course Minimum Admission Requirements 
Intake 

Capacity

Master of Science 
(M.Sc. IT) 

Ordinance No. 
0.2441

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY All the admissions will be on 

merit (i.e. percentage of aggregate marks secured for the 

qualifying examination) Reservation criteria shall be followed 

as prescribed by the Government at the time of admission. The 

candidate must have passed B.Sc. degree in Information 

Technology of University of Mumbai or recognised Universities 

with minimum 45 percent of marks. OR B.Sc. in Computer 

Science / BCS with minimum 45 % marks. OR B.E. degree in any 

branch with minimum 45 % marks. OR B.Sc. (Mathematics) with 

minimum 45 % marks. OR B.Sc. (Electronics) with minimum 45 

% marks. OR B.Sc. (Electronics) with minimum 45 % marks. With 

mathematics as one of the subjects at 10 + 2 or its equivalent 

examination. Further 15 % of the seats of the sanctioned 

capacity if to utilized for the above said admission.

20

( ) G MSCIT
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Short Term and Certificate Courses

The South Indian Association’s

The S.I.A. College of Higher Education

Modern day education is highly skill-oriented and requires comprehensive skills to 

meet the growing needs of the industry. A student cannot hope to excel professionally 

purely based on his academic performances. Companies today look for candidates 

who can bring much more to the table and can think out-of-the box. Recognizing this 

need, the college provides an opportunity for the students to enroll for short-term 

courses which will improve their employability. Certificates are provided on successful 

completion of the courses which can enrich their resumes once they step foot in the 

Job market. Highlights of the short term courses offered during 20120-21 are as 

follows:

Short Term Courses Duration Target Areas

Campus to Corporate
Readiness Programme 100 Hrs.

Communication Skills
Personality Development

National Program on Technology-Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) is an online course 

and the college acts as a local chapter encouraging students to enrol for the same. It 

provides short-term courses of different durations catering to the students of science 

and commerce. Successful completion of the course would add value to the student's 

profile in the professional world. Google certification programs are online programs 

which offer the flexibility of learn at your own pace integrated with various industry 

relevant modules. We facilitate students to undertake certifications such as digital 

marketing, Google Analytics and Hubspot so as to help them enrich their resume. As 

Digital marketing is the most happening field which opens with plethora of 

opportunities for the skilled students these certifications help them industry ready and 

can also explore setting up their own ventures upon completion of graduation.

Facilitated Courses
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Academic Performance

The South Indian Association’s

The S.I.A. College of Higher Education

The given graph represents a timeline growth in academic performance of the 

students across the years 2016 – 17 to 2019 – 20. 

Sem. V

Sem. VI
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M.Sc. IT

Club Activities

Bankers and Movers Club of B. Com (B&I)
- Organised Industry Expert session on NBFC

- Training session on Employability by BSE Brokers Forum

- Webinar on Financial Literacy 

- Counselling session by college counsellor

- Organised Video Presentation Competition

Buoyancy Club of BMS 
- Session on “How to develop self discipline and positive Communication?”

- Session on IT In Business-ERP module

- Counselling Session for FY, SY and TY classes

- Barclays Training session jointly with Placement Cell

- Training session on Employability by BSE Brokers Forum

Calibre Commerce Club of B. Com
- Counselling session by college counsellor

- “Eminence 2021” an Intercollegiate Commerce Fest covering Ten online 

competitions – Quiz, PowerPoint Presentation, Elocution, Poster Making ,Charades 

of Words, Debate, Logical Reasoning, Interview, Photography and Advertising 

Competition
- Session by Alumni on  Future prospects after graduation for TYBCOM students  



Techno Club of BSc (IT) 
- Guest lecture on Overview of AI, ML and DL and Future career perspective.

- Two Day Online Workshop on "Trends in Data Analytics and Data Science”

- Online Novatech -2021 Intercollegiate Technical Festival

- Conducted RPA session

AVIVO Club of BAMMC / BMM – 
- Conducted Photography Contest

- Webinar on Setting smart goals and career Planning

- Webinar on Photo Talk

- Training session on Employability by BSE Brokers Forum

- Movie screening

- Media Influencing Tactics for Beginners

- Talk on Brand Collaboration

Finanzen Club of BAF – 
- Crossword Puzzle

- Talk on Young Entrepreneur

Infrastructure - Development

“Infrastructure is the foundation of economic development”- Craig Lesser

Physical Infrastructure

❖ Gymkhana/Sports ground 

 Computer laboratories❖ 

 Auditorium❖ 

 Canteen❖ 

Academic Infrastructure

❖ Library 

 Laptops/Projectors❖ 

 Smart Classroom❖ 

 Microsoft Teams❖ 

 SIA- Techlink❖ 
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Sports and Games❖ 
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Physical Infrastructure

Gymkhana
- The college has a gymkhana which is ideal for indoor games such as TT, chess and 

carom.

Computer Laboratory
- The college has grown from 1 Computer Laboratory to 3 Computer Laboratories 

and 1 Electronic Laboratory.
- 3 Computer Laboratories have 96 computers, all with internet facility of nodes/

bandwidth 5 Mbps.5

Specialized Facilities and equipment for teaching, learning and research
- Every classroom has LAN facility.

- Portable LCD projector is also available.

- Departmental Library for each department.

- The college has adequate internet facilities for teaching, learning and research.

- There are 96 nodes with internet connectivity in the Computer Laboratory,  10

nodes in the Library.

Seminar Hall / Auditorium 
- Air conditioned Seminar Hall is available to accommodate 200 audience . 

- The canteen is very spacious and offers hygienic food at affordable rates .

Washroom / Water coolers
- These facilities are available floor wise to suit everyone's needs.
     
Additional features
- The college offers a very safe and secured environment with 24 hours security.

- CCTV cameras have been installed in the college campus to monitor the safety and 
various activities of the students.

- The college also has fire-fighting equipment in place.

Academic Infrastructure

Library: A library is a house of knowledge, information and facts stored in the form of 
different resources.

- The college library has a profound collection of books, encyclopaedia, journals, 
CDs, e-books and other resource material like periodicals, newspapers, 
manuscripts. 

- It is supported with computers and internet facilities. Library users can access 

online databases through internet access. 
- Library shares its resources under inter-library loan with other college's libraries. 
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Catalogue of books and non-book material is available through the INFLIBNET N-
LIST.

- The Library also has its own software, E-Granthalaya, through which students and 
faculty can login and issue books and other reading material on their phones. 

Objectives:
- To develop and maintain reading habits among the students

- To provide access to resource and information service necessary to support the 
learning and teaching activities

- To assist the students in their personal growth and sharpen their intellectual 
curiosity

- To provide necessary information for learning in the subject of interest

The Library Advisory committee meets periodically to discuss various aspects for 
enhancement and effective use of library facilities. The Library club-“RIDDLERS” 
organises quiz competitions, budget reflections, book exhibitions, orientation 
programmes for using databases periodically.

Library facilities:
- Lending books at home

- Online booking of books for easy access and save time

- Reading materials like Magazines/Periodicals, News papers, reference books,

- Computers and Internet access

- Book bank facilities

- Syllabus and previous years question papers

- Bibliographies on various topics

Sports and Games
- College has a Sports Committee to plan the sports activities 
- The Sports Committee consists of teachers and students
- The members manage activities of gymkhana
- College has a huge playground and a Physical Instructor to train our students in 

different sports events  
- The college provides necessary facilities and encourages students to participate in 

various sports activities
- The college has a gymkhana which provides facilities for indoor and outdoor 

games such as chess, carrom, table tennis, cricket, tug of war, football, volleyball, 
kabaddi, kho kho and badminton

Objectives of Sports and Games
- To organize inter-collegiate event
- To provide adequate space and encourage indoor games
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Laptops/Projectors
Technology-enabled learning is the need of the hour. Considering the foresight of 
modern education, the college has set up projectors in 13 of the 15 classes. The college 
also provides laptops to teachers with required cables and other facilities for smooth 
conduct of modern methods of teaching.

Technology-Enabled Learning Spaces- Smart Classrooms:
Technology facilitates learning to improve performance by creating, using and 
managing suitable technology and resources. Technology is a major tool, in terms of 
pedagogical resources and in terms of connecting with the younger generations.
- Students' satisfaction is of paramount importance for the college. 

- To provide them satisfaction, the college has evolved an effective method of 

teaching in high-tech class-rooms which have good seating and lighting. 
- Big black Boards and ICT are used as teaching aids. 

- All classrooms are equipped with LAN connectivity points and have the facility for 

internet connectivity. 
- Classrooms are also used for conducting tutorials and remedial programmes. 

- In addition, the college also encourages tech-enabled learning by conducting 

lectures via skype and other learning management systems.
- Smart class technology has been set up in two classes to facilitate advanced levels 

of learning with internet connectivity. 

Microsoft Teams
The College has a campus agreement with Microsoft which provides the faculties and 
students with various advantages.
- All the products of the Microsoft software updated

- Students get personalized Microsoft email id for college purpose

- Students can access Microsoft resources for free one of which is office 365, and get 
OneDrive Storage with a space of 1TB where they can store college notes, 
presentation, Personal Data etc.

- The student can contact the teacher any time to clarify his queries or doubts.

- Microsoft Teams is a virtual classroom platform provided to teachers to take online 
lectures to students.

- Microsoft Teams facilitates the Teachers to record the lectures which can be viewed 
by students for later purposes

- The students can access the products of Microsoft  

Student Achievements (2020-21)
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SIA Tech-link: 
Incubation center: (Bridging the Gap between Academics and Industry)
The research wing of the college works towards signing MOUs with different 
companies providing live projects for students. This gives an opportunity for students 
to get hands-on experience at handling different responsibilities and assisting in 
different activities. Techlink also conducts crash courses targeting specific technical 
skills for the students. These features make the techlink an important department, 
especially for the IT department as it provides an avenue to put theory into practice. 
 
Highlights of the techlink are:
-  Organized training session on MS-Word

-  Organised two-day workshop on android app development

-  Organised in-house 30-hour certificate course on JAVA, .NET, and PHP

-  Organised techno-quiz 2019: intercollegiate quiz competition

-  Organised session on Enterprise Networking

-   Nearly 100 students benefited from all the sessions

Softwares successfully developed and implemented by the students:

Inhouse Projects
- SIA ESanchalan Examination

- SIA ESanchalan Admission

- SIA-Granthalaya Phase II

- Atheneum for Physiotherapy

- SIA ESanchalan Accounting

- SIA Attendance

- e-Ticketing System

- Online Admission

- The S.I.A. College Website (updation)

- Railway Concession

- SIA ESanchalan Pre Examination Automation

- Vehicles barcode scanning - scanning intime and out time of incoming and 
outgoing vehicles with details

- Inventory module - keeping and controlling records regarding all inventory 
coming in with centralized control

- Finance module - controlling and monitoring financial flow using centralized 
control, payment invoice generation

- Data warehouse - established the data warehouse, where all the databases can be 
organised and linked together. 
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Outhouse Projects
- SIA -Physiotherapy Project (The S.I.A. College of Health Sciences)

- The S.I.A. College of Health Sciences Website (updations)

- Physiotherapy Feedback

- Generating question bank for S.I.A. School

- Balaji Temple Website - Ticket generation and administrative work

Rules and Regulations - Goal

“Discipline is the bridge between goal and accomplishments”- Jim Rohn

Code of Conduct: 

1.  All students are expected to observe rules and regulations currently in force to 

enable the smooth working of the college. 

2.  Students are prohibited from doing anything inside or outside the college that will 

interfere with its orderly administration or affect its public image. No outside 

influence, political or any other should be brought into the college directly or 

indirectly. 

3.  Students resorting to unfair means at the examinations will be dealt in accordance 

with provisions of the Government of Maharashtra Act No. XXXI of 1982 and the 

Maharashtra Universities Act 1994. 

4.  All students of the college should always wear their valid college Identity Cards 

whether in college or while representing the college at any other place. Further, it 

should be produced whenever demanded by any of the college staff. Identity card 

should be obtained and carefully preserved, by paying the prescribed charges and 

fulfilling the necessary formalities. 

5.  Students are expected to be polite and soft spoken to all the members in college. 

Rude and aggressive behavior is not appreciated. 

6.  During the conduct of lectures, students should not loiter in the corridors or in and 

around the college premises. 

7.  The students should follow a decent dress code suitable to decorum of the college. 

Sleeveless tops, short clothes, 3/4 length clothes should be strictly avoided. Dress & 

hair style should be in conformity with the standards accepted by the institution. 

8.  While representing the college at any other place, the student's behavior should 

not be detrimental to the image of the college. 
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9.  In case of any problem, personal or academic, students can approach to the 

Professor-in-Charge of the respective class who will help them to solve their 

problems. 

10.  Students are not to bring any outsider into the college premises. 

11.  Entry Pass is compulsory for the visitors and outsiders to enter the college  

premises.

12.  Students are directed not to collect any fund from other students or from outsiders 

without the written Permission of the Principal. 

13.  Students shall organize picnics, excursion, trips, etc. on their own, only with the 

written permission of the Principal. 

14.  Students should read the notices on the Notice Board regularly. 

15.  Student must maintain silence in the class-rooms, Library, Reading Room, Office, 

Laboratories and the corridors. 

16.  Absence in any lecture in a day will lead to losing the attendance for the whole day. 

Minimum 75%attendance and satisfactory progress in studies are the essential 

requirements for students to become eligible for being sent up for University 

examinations. 

17. Disciplinary action will be taken by the Principal against any student, who is 

persistently indiscipline or is repeatedly or will fully mischievous or guilty of 

malpractice in unauthorized alteration in the mark sheet or who in the opinion of 

the Head of the Institution has a troublesome influence on his fellow students. 

18. Each and every student shall Endeavour to preserve the high standards of the 

college by excelling in good manners. 

19.  Student should clear all the dues before the end of the term. 

20.  Smoking and possession of any addicted materials are strictly prohibited inside 

the College campus. 

21. The powers relating to the disciplinary action in the college will rest with the 

Principal and her decision in this aspect shall be final. Any one, who violates the 

Code of Conduct, will be severely dealt with. 

22. As per the University of Mumbai norms, the students should refrain themselves 

from bringing the mobile phone, i-pods, earphones, Mp3 player headphones etc. 

in the college premises. If any student is found using the mobile anywhere in the 

college premises, the mobile phone will be confiscated for 15 days and will be 

returned only after a written apology letter along with the Rs.500/- fine payable in 

Cash/DD in the college cash counter. 
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Ragging Prohibited:
THE MAHARASHTRA PROHIBITION OF RAGGING ACT, 1999

MAHARASHTRAACT NO. XXX2I.OF 1999

Ragging means display of disorderly conduct, during of any act which causes or is likely 

to cause physical or psychological harm or raise apprehension or fear or shame or   

embarrassment to a student in any educational institution and includes -

1  . Teasing, abusing, threatening or playing practical jokes on or causing hurt to, such 

student; or

2  . Asking a student to do any act or perform something which such student will not, in 

the ordinary course, willingly, do.

Prohibition of ragging :

R  agging within or outside of any educational institution is prohibited.

Penalty of ragging:

Whoever directly or indirectly commits, participates in, abets or propagates ragging 

within or outside any educational institution, shall, on conviction, be punished with 

imprisonment for a term which may extend to two.

Dismissal of student:

Any student convicted of an offence under Section 4 shall be dismissed from the 

educational institution and such student shall not be admitted in any other 

educational institution for a period of five years from the date of order of such dismissal.

Suspension of student:

Whenever any student of„ as the case may be, the parent or guardian, or a teacher of an 

educational institution complaints, in writing, of ragging to the head of the 

educational institution,  the head of that educational institution shall, without  

prejudice to the fore going provisions, within seven days of the receipt of the complaint 

enquire into the matter mentioned in the complaint and if, prima facie, it is found true, 

suspend the student who is accused of the offence, and shall, immediately forward the 

complaint to the police station having jurisdiction over the area in which the 

educational institution is situated, for further action.

Where on enquiry by the head of the educational institution, it is proved that there is no 

substance, prima facie, in the complaint received under sub-section [1J, he shall 

intimate the fact, in writing to the complaint.

The decision of the head of the educational institution that the student has indulged in 

ragging under sub-section (1), shall be final.

NOTE: The student(s) should report the incident of ragging (if any) to the Principal 

immediately, so that the necessary steps can be initiated in the matter.
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Maharashtra University Act ordinance 0.6086 relating to Attendance 

Every bonafied learner shall ordinarily be allowed to keep terms for the given semester 

in a program of his enrolment, only if he fulfils at least seventy five percent (75%) of the 

attendance taken as an average of the total number of lectures, practicals, tutorials etc. 

wherein short and/or long excursions/field visits/study tours organized by the college 

and supervised by the teachers as envisaged in the syllabus shall be credited to his 

attendance for the total no of periods which are otherwise delivered on the material 

day/s. Further it is mandatory for every leaner to have minimum 50% attendance for  

each course & average attendance has to be 75%

The same ratio shall be applied for computing the attendance of the learners by 

crediting the number of periods which are missed while participating in an 

extracurricular/ co-curricular activity/ competition/ camp/ workshop/ convention/ 

symposium/ seminar etc. where the said learner is officially representing the college/ 

University/ District/ State/ Country with the permission of the Principal/ Director/ Head 

of the College/ Institute/ University Department or by the direction of the University 

Officer as the case may be wherein for the purpose of computing the average 

attendance the periods missed for what is envisaged here-in-computing the average 

attendance the periods missed for what is envisaged here-in-above shall be deemed to 

have been attended by the said learner.

All applications for leave of absence along with medical certificate, If any, should be 

submitted to the College Office (inward section) and not directly to the teacher.

General Rules Pertaining to Attendance:

a) Students who request leave of absence from lectures / Practical/Tutorials for 

participating in sports, cultural or any other countersigned bythe respective Co-

Ordinator.

b) Parents are required to contact the Vice Principal or the Principal, at least once in a 

term, to keep themselves appraise of their ward's attendance and progress.

c) All decisions pertaining to grant of terms will be decided by an Attendance 

Committee consisting of the Principal & senior members of the teaching staff

Examination

All courses offered in the college follow Credit and Grading system of assessment 

(CBSGS). The examination system is under semester pattern. For three year integrated 

U.G. Courses, while the college conducts First Year and Second year Degree 

examinations (Semester I, II, III,& IV) the University conducts Third Year Degree 

examinations(semester V &VI). Internal assessment is an integral part of all courses. The 
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assessment pattern is implemented as per guidelines received from the University 

time to time: Rules and Regulations regarding promotion to next class is constantly 

updated by the University of Mumbai in its website  . www.mu.ac.in.

Verification and Revaluation of Exam Results:

The students can apply for verification, Xerox copy of Assessed Answer Books and 

Revaluation immediately (within stipulated time) after the declaration of the results of 

the Semester Exams. The students are advised to see the Notice Board for the latest 

circular after the declaration of Results.
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Courses Offered at S.I.A.

Cultural Activities

Student Council 

The student council is a student representative body in the college. The council 

nurtures and enhances the quality of life of the students in the campus. It engages the 

students in continuous growth of themselves and the college.  The council plays a 

pivotal role to monitor the conduct of the students and ensure the decorum of the 

college.

Student Council organizes events according to the Calendar events and important 

days. Highlights of 2020-21 are:

- E-quiz competition organized on the occasion of the Death Anniversary of Dr. A. P. 

J. Abdul Kalam and observance of Kargil Vijay Diwas, 182 students and 143 

students participated in both respectively

- Independence day virtual celebrations, virtual lamp lighting followed by collage 

of flag hoisting ceremony, documentary and video of teachers wishing happy 

independence day in different languages screened thereafter

- Teachers Day was celebrated by the students online, engaging teachers in fun 

games

- Students participated in an online “Youth Festival” 

- Celebrated Navratri, organizing different competitions including poster, PPT, 

dance, singing, cooking and elocution, 85 students participated   

Cultural Activities  Extension Activities : Spiritand

“Culture is the widening of the mind and of the spirit” – Jawaharlal Nehru 

Cultural Activities
- Student Council

Extension Activities
- NSS

 WDC-

 DLLE-

 Eco Club-
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- Celebrated National girl child day, organized infogram, poster-making and video-

making competition

- Celebrated Republic Day, unfurled national flag with faculty and management 

members in the college campus 

Extension Activities:

a. National Service Scheme (NSS) 

The National Service Scheme (NSS) instills social responsibility and creates 

responsible citizens through community services. This journey helps the students to 

develop different skills like leadership and team work etc. It also helps in building the 

nation. NSS unit of our college has organised various activities during 2020-21, 

highlights of the activities are as follows:

- Tree plantation 

- Activities related to awareness about road safety

- Activities related to Health, Hygiene and Nutrition, Medical Camp

- Participated in University Level Webinar on Public Health Protection and 

Government Social Planning Training

- Students participated at University, State and District level activities

- Awareness Activities on the theme of Pollution,Traffic Problems and Safety 

Precautions during COVID-19 in Ganesh Chaturthi.

- Distribution of mask

- Street Play on "COVID-19"

- Flash Mob on Road Safety

 

b. Women Development Cell (WDC)

Women Development Cell (WDC) of the college works with the objective of creating 

awareness among students and staff about social and legal rights and thus empower 

them to stand against any discrimination. It conducts activities on gender equality, 

women rights and women empowerment. Following activities were conducted 

during 2020-21:

- Session on “Protection of Women under Domestic Violence Act, 2005”

- National Webinar on Dealing with Mental Health during covid-19
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- POSH Act Training for the students.

- session called "Cyber Sakhi" initiated by Responsible Netism NGO

c. DLLE ( ) Department of Lifelong Learning and Extension

DLLE promotes a meaningful and sustained rapport between the college and the 

community. DLLE initiates Continuing Education opportunities for the students. 

Highlights for the year 2020-21 are:

- DLLE unit has conducted first term and second term training program.

- Organized a National webinar  on “Key to Get Stress Free: Inner Connect for 

Powerful  Living “ in association with Yoga Prabha Bharati (Seva Sanstha) Trust 

- Organized a National webinar  on “Yoga for Harmony and Peace“ in association 

with Yoga Prabha Bharati (Seva Sanstha) Trust 

- THE S.I.A. COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION is now a Recognized Social 

Entrepreneurship, Swachhta & Rural Engagement Cell (SES REC) Institution. The 

Institution has successfully framed the SES REC Action Plan and constituted ten 

working groups for improving facilities in the Campus and the 

Community/Adopted Villages areas of Sanitation & Hygiene, Waste Management, 

Water Management, Energy Conservation and Greenery post COVID-19, along 

with the observation of three environment, entrepreneurship and community 

engagement related days to inculcate in faculty, students and community, the 

practices of Mentoring, Social Responsibility  Swachhta and Care for Environment 

and Resources.

d. Eco Club

Eco Club creates environmental awareness among the students. It makes students 

sensitive towards environmental concerns and solutions to tackle them. Through Eco 

Club, students can reach out to influence their family and community to promote 

sound environmental behavior. 
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The placement cell works with the motto of educate, empower and employ… In this 

regard, we foster linkages with industry partners to train our students on various skills 

and also bridge the gap between the academic learning with industry expectations 

and practices. The placement cell arranges for industry expert sessions wherein the 

stalwarts from industry conducts lectures on various current topics. In addition, to 

gain practical exposure to the academic curriculum in the industry internships are 

arranged for the students. The college has also tied up with Techno serve the 

employment and training partner of Tata group and Tata strive to conduct industry 

related certification programmes and also provide employment in Tata group of 

institutions as well as other top companies. Some of the achievements of the 

placement committee are:

- Orientation session for placement in BFSI by Technoserve

- Session on Financial literacy

- Session on consumer awareness and guidance

- Ten days Yoga session for the students

- Three days online Career Guidance workshop called “TARKASH-2021”

A Career Guidance workshop with corporate leaders and experts organized between 

18th  and 20th  May 2021.

Courses Offered at S.I.A.Placement Cell
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The following is the report of the Tarkash 2021- A Career Guidance workshop with 

corporate leaders and experts organized between 18th and 20th May 2021.

The virtual meeting was held with the following Industry experts and corporate 

leaders:

Tarkash 2021- A Career Guidance Workshop
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Highlights of the session:

The Following were the key learning from the session

· Goal setting and the need to develop a positive outlook towards academics as well as  

career building.

· The four C's namely Critical thinking, Collaboration, Creativity, Communication to  

excel professionally are the skills essential for 21st  century

· The importance of networking and building professional relationships – LinkedIn and  

the differences between different social media platform.

· Students were sensitized towards being self-motivated, stay focused in order to be  

ready for their career

· Real time introduction to the core areas of data handling, analysis and its importance  

in decision making in business and the courses to be undertaken to take up a career in 
analytics

· The various It Tools and software relevant for business and the courses students need  

to undertake that will have industry relevance.

· Emergence of new media and shifting trend towards adopting the new age media  

tools

· Understanding the industry and also the recent growth in logistics as an industry and  

also emerging opportunities due to technology

Note: Remaining students are continuing to receive updates about vacancies 
            undergoing interview and placement processes. 
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PARENTS' TEACHERS' MEETING: 
The S.I.A College of Higher Education works like a big family or parivar, encompassing 

everyone that interacts with the organization. One of the major stakeholders for the 

institution are the parents and guardians of the many students who take admission in the 

college. The college engages in periodic interaction with the parents during parent-

teaching meetings to keep them updated about their ward's performance as well as the 

upcoming events and activities. The faculty is also dedicated towards maintaining contact 

with the parents over the phone to inform them about all major issues. These efforts make 

the parents feel secured and instil confidence in the working of the institution.
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Academic Calendar



Placement Cell Glimpses
‘Tarkash 2021- A Career Guidance Online Workshop’ 
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